We introduce an automatic method that we call tract-based morphometry, or TBM, for measurement and analysis of diffusion MRI data along white matter fiber tracts. Using subject-specific tractography bundle segmentations, we generate an arc length parameterization of the bundle with point correspondences across all fibers and all subjects, allowing tract-based measurement and analysis. In this paper we present a quantitative comparison of fiber coordinate systems from the literature and we introduce an improved optimal match method that reduces spatial distortion and improves intra-and inter-subject variability of FA measurements. We propose a method for generating arc length correspondences across hemispheres, enabling a TBM study of interhemispheric diffusion asymmetries in the arcuate fasciculus (AF) and cingulum bundle (CB). The results of this study demonstrate that TBM can detect differences that may not be found by measuring means of scalar invariants in entire tracts, such as the mean diffusivity (MD) differences found in AF. We report TBM results of higher fractional anisotropy (FA) in the left hemisphere in AF (caused primarily by lower λ 3 , the smallest eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor, in the left AF), and higher left hemisphere FA in CB (related to higher λ 1 , the largest eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor, in the left CB). By mapping the significance levels onto the tractography trajectories for each structure, we demonstrate the anatomical locations of the interhemispheric differences. The TBM approach brings analysis of DTI data into the clinically and neuroanatomically relevant framework of the tract anatomy.
Introduction
By measuring water diffusion in the brain, diffusion tensor MRI (DTI) gives information about the orientation and integrity of fiber tracts, the major neural connections in the white matter. DTI tractography (Basser et al., 2000) follows directions of maximal water diffusion to estimate the trajectories of the fiber tracts. Clinical and neuroscientific questions regarding white matter pathways may be addressed by analyzing DTI data in regions of specific white matter tracts . Many tractography-based analyses (Pagani et al., 2005; Heiervang et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2006; Wakana et al., 2007) have calculated the mean in the entire tract of a scalar value such as the fractional anisotropy (FA) or the mean diffusivity (MD). Other studies have measured mean FA or other scalars in regions of interest (ROIs) within tracts (e.g. Pierpaoli et al., 1996; Kubicki et al., 2003) . Due to anatomical factors such as crossing fibers or nearness to cerebrospinal fluid or gray matter, as well as tissue microstructural factors such as packing densities and axon diameters (Pierpaoli et al., 1996) , FA and MD vary spatially along tract trajectories (Xue et al., 1999) . Thus analysis of their mean values may not be optimal for localization of group differences in the white matter.
Therefore we propose to perform quantitative analysis of DTI data along the white matter tracts, an approach that we call tract-based morphometry (TBM) . In this work we present an automatic TBM method for white matter analysis in groups. First DTI tractography from multiple subjects is analyzed to produce common arc length coordinates (point correspondences) across fibers from all subjects, then statistical analysis is performed in this tract-based coordinate system. Our inspiration for naming TBM was the analogy between the voxel-based morphometry method (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) in which local statistical analyses are performed on features derived from scalar MRI (gray and white matter concentrations), and our local statistical analyses of features derived from DTI. For simplicity, to develop the TBM method in this paper we focus only on measurements of white matter microstructural morphometry such as FA, however macroscopic morphological features regarding the entire tract may also be studied with the TBM method. This includes features measured for individual fibers, such as curvatures, as well as shape features (widths, volumes, areas) of the entire bundle.
Other groups have described methods for tract-based analysis of DTI. The methods differ in the coordinate system that is overlaid on the fiber tracts (voxel-based/fiber-based/skeleton-based), in whether they are able to handle data from multiple subjects, and in whether statistical results have been demonstrated in group data.
The first class of methods performs voxel-based measurements along tracts. These methods are limited to fiber tracts that are approximately perpendicular to the axial, sagittal, or coronal image planes. Several groups have quantified diffusion in this way, for example along the trajectory of the corticospinal tract on consecutive axial images (Reich et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2006; Wakana et al., 2007) , or in the anterior thalamic radiation, inferior longitudinal fasciculus (Wakana et al., 2007) , and cingulum bundle (Gong et al., 2005) using coronal images. In the slice-based measurement framework, the problem of registering the measured data across subjects has been addressed using anatomical landmarks along tracts (Wakana et al., 2007; Gong et al., 2005) . Little statistical analysis has been performed along the fiber tracts, with the exception of the cingulum study of interhemispheric FA differences (Gong et al., 2005) .
Another class of methods generates coordinate systems based on fibers, and thus is more able to handle arbitrarily shaped fiber tracts. These methods find trajectory correspondences along the length of the fibers. One approach for fiber tract parameterization by arc length employed human interaction to define a corresponding point on all fibers, then assumed point correspondences based on the distance along the fiber from the selected point (Corouge et al., 2006) . Other work assumed endpoint correspondences were sufficient to align fibers, even across subjects (Batchelor et al., 2006) . Another approach, demonstrated on the corona radiata and cingulum, estimated three level sets to produce a fiber coordinate system (Niethammer et al., 2006) . A principled statistical bundle model with point correspondences along fibers was constructed using a unified method for fiber clustering and measurement (Maddah et al., 2008) . These more advanced fiber coordinate system methods have so far been demonstrated on fibers from single subjects, but not extended to group data.
A different approach for statistical analysis of DTI uses spatial skeletons to define locations likely to correspond to central parts of fiber bundles. In the tract-based spatial statistics method, in each subject locally high FA values were aligned to a group FA skeleton and voxel-based morphometry was performed . However, by working in a voxel coordinate system the method could mix information from nearby but differently oriented tracts. Finally, a recent method that blended the spatial skeleton and fiber approaches performed group analysis of MD by sampling each subject's data using a medial model derived from tractography in atlas space (Yushkevich et al., 2008) .
Inspired by the highly successful voxel-based morphometry method (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) , we have coined the term tract-based morphometry (TBM) to describe the statistical analysis of medical image data in a white matter tract coordinate system. Our TBM method can be simply understood in terms of its inputs and outputs. The input to the method is a "bundle" of tractography data from all subjects to be studied. (We will refer to each trajectory as a "fiber" and to each anatomical structure as a "bundle".) The output from the method includes a mean fiber trajectory for the bundle, as well as diffusion measurements and statistical analysis in the coordinate system of the mean fiber. In contrast with other methods Fig. 1 . Input multisubject fiber bundles in regions of the arcuate fasciculus (top) and cingulum (bottom). A random sample of 25 fibers is shown from each subject. Shades of gray indicate subject numbers. The bundles were automatically segmented from whole brain tractography data. Fig. 2 . Illustration of the difference between matching perpendicular to the prototype in the distance map method (left) and allowing near-perpendicular matches in the optimal point match method (right). The bold trajectory (p) is the prototype fiber. The dashed lines, representing arc length assignments, connect points on the prototype to their matches on other fibers. Here the optimal point method better handles curvature of the prototype and fibers. Fig. 3 . Symmetric bilateral prototype fibers generated from multisubject arcuate fasciculus fiber bundles using three methods: longest (red), fiber-density-weighted longest (blue), and embedding (light green). View is from left and slightly posterior.
for white matter analysis in groups, in which diffusion data is sampled in locations defined by an atlas (e.g. Smith et al., 2006; Yushkevich et al., 2008) , in TBM we employ subject-specific tractography segmentations.
The methodological contributions of this work include: quantitative testing of tract-based coordinate systems from the literature, an improved optimal match method for arc length parameterization of fibers that reduces spatial distortion and variability of measured data, a method for generating arc length correspondences across hemispheres, and an investigation into the appropriate size scale for statistical analysis of diffusion data along tracts. This paper is divided into two main sets of experiments. The first experiments are performed to optimize our TBM implementation. Then, using the final implementation, we demonstrate the TBM method using a study of hemispheric asymmetry of FA, MD, and the three eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor (λ 1 N = λ 2 N = λ 3 ) in the cingulum bundle (CB) and arcuate fasciculus (AF) of normal righthanded subjects. TBM results regarding FA in the cingulum replicate those measured manually in (Gong et al., 2005) , while the other data are quantified for the first time along the AF and CB tracts.
Methods
Our TBM method has five steps: fiber bundle definition and registration, prototype fiber calculation, bundle arc length parameterization, measurement of descriptive statistics, and statistical analysis in the group. In the following sections we explain each step, including experiments performed to optimize its implementation. Finally we describe a TBM study of interhemispheric diffusion differences in the cingulum bundle (CB) and arcuate fasciculus (AF).
Data
DTI data (EPI, 30 directions + 5B0 images, 2.5 mm isotropic voxels) from 35 normal right-handed subjects was seeded with tractography in the whole brain, where C L N = 0.2 on a 1.5 mm grid using random jitter of seed points of up to 0.75 mm. Runge-Kutta order two interpolation was used with a step size of 0.5 mm. FA images were generated.
Fiber bundle definition and registration
To enable group analysis of tractography, we chose to align tracts from all subjects using a state-of-the-art unbiased group image registration method. We performed affine group registration of subject FA images using the congealing method (Zollei et al, 2005) , then we applied the resulting transformation to the fibers from wholebrain tractography. Fiber bundles were then segmented simultaneously in all subjects via group fiber clustering . Corresponding clusters across hemispheres were automatically identified during the clustering process.
Bilateral multisubject fiber clusters in the arcuate fasciculus (AF) and cingulum regions (CB) were chosen to give bundles for further analysis (Fig. 1) . The bundles were visually inspected for each subject, and 10 subjects (AF) were excluded due to missing or very short fibers.
The total numbers of fibers per bundle were: 2459 (AF L), 2408 (AF R), 10533 (CB L), and 7464 (CB R). The means and standard deviations of the numbers of fibers per subject were: 98 ± 65 (AF L), 96 ± 75 (AF R), 301 ± 54 (CB L), and 213 ± 62 (CB R).
Prototype fiber calculation
To place coordinates on all fibers in a bundle, the method that we have pursued in this work is the propagation of the coordinates of a representative fiber to all other fibers. This idea was proposed by (Maddah et al., 2006) and (Batchelor et al., 2006) , and was applied to fibers from multiple subjects . We call this representative fiber the prototype fiber for the bundle. 
Choice of prototype
In order to investigate the sensitivity of TBM to the choice of prototype and determine a good method for its selection, we compared three possible alternatives for calculating the prototype fiber. Method (1) chose the longest fiber in the bundle as proposed in (Maddah et al., 2006) , except that here fibers from all subjects were considered. Method (2) attempted to avoid long outlier fibers by choosing the fiber with the greatest length weighted by local "fiber density". To implement this, fiber density was calculated as the number of tractography trajectories (from all subjects) passing through each voxel, the density was sampled at the (equally spaced) points defining each fiber, and finally the density was integrated along each fiber. Method (3) chose the fiber most representative of the bundle's trajectory across all subjects according to a fiber affinity metric, as proposed in . All fibers were spectrally embedded as points, producing a point cloud whose mean would correspond to the most representative fiber trajectory. Due to the high sample size, the mean was approximated with the point closest to the mean, whose corresponding fiber was chosen as the prototype.
Symmetric coordinates across hemispheres
We developed a simple method to enable comparison of tracts across hemispheres by generating symmetric bundle prototypes. First, each bilateral fiber bundle was augmented with its reflection across the midsagittal plane, generating a symmetric bundle. Then prototype selection was performed, giving a fiber likely to be representative of the bundle's trajectory in both hemispheres. Finally, this prototype was copied and reflected across the midsagittal plane to give two symmetric prototype fibers, with known point correspondences across hemispheres. In the following steps the arc length parameterizations for all fibers naturally corresponded across hemispheres, due to the initial correspondence of the prototypes.
Prototype generation experiment
The three types of prototype fibers (Choice of prototype section) were generated for AF and CB. For investigation of the appropriate 1 Note that because within a bundle fibers have varying lengths and their point correspondence is not known a priori, it is not possible to directly average fiber coordinates to calculate a mean fiber. . Symmetric bilateral prototype fibers generated from multisubject cingulum fiber bundles using three methods: longest (red), fiber-density-weighted longest (blue), and embedding (light green). Views are from left (on left) and above (on right). spatial discretization, additional prototype fibers were generated by downsampling, giving prototypes with discretizations of 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm.
Bundle arc length parameterization
In this step, arc length coordinates defined by the prototype fiber were propagated to all other fibers by solving a point correspondence or matching problem. In order to investigate the sensitivity of the results to the choice of matching method, we implemented three versions (described in more detail below). The optimal point match (OP) method performed optimal assignment based on a cost function of our design. The distance map (DM) method, the current state of the art in the literature, searched perpendicular to the prototype (Maddah et al., 2008) . Finally, we implemented the most well-known method from the literature. The cutting plane (PL) method used the prototype only to define a plane perpendicular to its midpoint; then coordinates were assigned according to the distance along each fiber from this plane (Corouge et al., 2006) . Our investigation into methodology was motivated by the intuition that the performance might differ for example in regions of fiber spreading or high fiber curvature (Fig. 2) .
With any matching method, the logical constraint is that each fiber point should match to only one point on the prototype fiber (should map to only one arc length). This is important to allow inversion of the mapping: statistical significances are calculated versus arc length, and this constraint is needed to allow mapping of these p-values back into original subject space.
Optimal point match method (OP)
An optimal unique match was produced for each point on the prototype using the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn, 1955) for optimal assignment. The cost (or distance) function was designed to reward matches found in directions nearly perpendicular to the prototype. We defined the distance as the metric distance D ij between the prototype point i and the fiber point j
where v ij is the vector between these points, and the metric tensor M i = t i t T i where t i is the tangent to the prototype at point i. The effect of this metric is to have zero cost to match in directions perpendicular to the prototype, where the distance and tangent vectors are perpendicular, and increasing cost as the angle varies from perpendicular. Effectively we are measuring the distance only in the direction tangent to the prototype. In addition, a threshold on this distance limited matching to points within 40% of the prototype's discretization in mm. This gave a search window (in ±the tangent direction) of 80% of the spacing between prototype points, appropriately limiting the search region to ensure truly non-optimal matches were left as non-matches (otherwise the Hungarian algorithm would try to match all possible point pairs, producing unexpected results near ends of short fibers). After optimal matching, in the case where the fiber being matched had more densely spaced points than the prototype, as a second step any unmatched fiber points located between successful matches were assigned an arc length using linear interpolation followed by rounding to the nearest arc length.
Distance map method (DM)
For comparison we implemented the method that we consider to be the current state of the art: closest point matching via efficient search in a perpendicular direction using distance maps as proposed by (Maddah et al., 2008) . In this method, first the prototype fiber was used to generate a distance map and a map of the nearest point on the prototype (we represented the maps using volumes of cubic voxels measuring 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.3 mm 3 ). Then, to find point correspondences for a new fiber, for each point on the fiber the nearest voxel was A sample of fibers from all subjects is shown. In gray, the leftmost DM image gives an example of regions that were excluded during matching (due to the Euclidean distance threshold and to restricted matching past the prototype endpoint). Note the PL method does not respect the curved tract geometry, and the DM method produces unexpected results at lower size scales.
calculated and the nearest prototype point and the distance to that point were found by direct lookup using the maps.
Cutting plane method (PL)
To test our assumption that matching should be performed generally perpendicular to the overall tract shape, we implemented the most well-known method from the literature. The method does not constrain matches according to tract shape; rather a cutting plane is defined that crosses all fibers, giving an origin for the coordinate system (Corouge et al., 2006) . Next, coordinates are assigned to each fiber based only on the (positive or negative) distance along the fiber from the cutting plane. In our implementation, instead of defining the cutting plane interactively, we used the plane perpendicular to the midpoint of the highest resolution fiber prototype. For comparison to other methods, after assigning coordinates to all subjects' fibers using the PL method we converted the arc lengths to be all positive numbers, and we quantized the arc lengths to correspond to the discretization of each fiber prototype.
Error checking
There were two potential matching errors that were checked for each fiber. First, in the DM method, any fibers that were longer than the prototype would repeatedly match to the last point on the prototype. This caused inaccuracies at endpoints and was addressed by limiting the number of matches of the prototype endpoint to n = dp d f where d p is the discretization of the prototype in mm and d f is the discretization of the fiber. This means that if the points on the prototype were 3 mm apart, and the fiber points had 0.5 mm spacing, then only 3 0:5 = 6 points were permitted to match to the prototype endpoint. More distant points at the ends of fibers were defined to be non-matches.
The second potential error with the OP or DM method was if the arc length coordinates produced were not strictly nondecreasing or nonincreasing (for example if the fiber were to loop back and rematch a section of the prototype). This was uncommon but could happen if for example a fiber took an erratic course, perhaps traversing part of another structure. To ensure this type of error did not affect the analysis, only the longest possible fiber segment of correct (nondecreasing or nonincreasing) arc length coordinates was used for further analysis.
Euclidean distance threshold
We implemented a threshold to restrict matches to regions of the fiber within a certain Euclidean distance of the prototype. This was a simple way to remove parts of fibers that exited the main body of the tract structure, likely due to partial voluming (very common in CB). We preferred this approach to the removal of entire fibers, because it was highly probable that the retained parts of the fibers did form part of the structure being analyzed. This was due to the fact that all fibers were automatically segmented, and there were no other anatomical structures with similar shapes near AF or CB that the (partially) errant fibers could be considered part of.
Coordinate system quality experiment
To determine the effect of the implementation and its parameters on the TBM results, we applied the OP, DM, and PL methods to generate arc length parameterizations for both bundles (AF and CB) using all fiber prototypes generated in Prototype generation experiment section. Each Fig. 6 . Arc length parameterizations (Bundle arc length parameterization section) in color in CB, in the entire bundle and in a zoomed region (dashed square). A sample of fibers from all subjects is shown. In gray, the leftmost DM image gives an example of regions that were excluded during matching. Note that PL is less spatially consistent, and DM is adversely affected by prototype curvature at lower size scales. As fibers leave the structure and before they are truncated, OP is more likely to increment the arc length than DM, leading to subtle differences at 6 mm.
fiber was matched to the symmetric prototype fiber in the appropriate hemisphere. This was repeated with Euclidean distance thresholds (on distance from the prototype) of 10 mm and 20 mm.
To quantify the distortion of the output bundle coordinate system, we defined the matched segment length, Length MS , as the length of the input fiber segment that mapped to each output arc length. The intuition behind this measure was that in order to avoid any bias regarding measurement of data across subjects, a successful coordinate system should have a similar-sized region mapped to each arc length coordinate from each subject, i.e. there should be as little distortion as possible. Length MS was measured and visualized for all arc length parameterizations.
Measurement of descriptive statistics
After arc length correspondences had been calculated the measurement of quantities of interest in the new coordinate system was straightforward. We describe it here using FA as an example. First, for each fiber, a vector of FA values vs. arc length (FA fiber ) was calculated using the matching result from the previous section: for each arc length coordinate the point(s) matching to it on the fiber contributed the average of their FA values. Next, for each subject, the mean FA across all fibers was calculated for each arc length coordinate, separately for bundles in the right and left hemisphere, giving the vectors FA bundle R and FA bundle L . Finally, in the group the pointwise (at each arc length) mean and standard deviation of the subject FA bundle vectors was calculated. We applied the same method to the other scalar invariants and then to the (x,y,z) coordinates for each arc length, giving a per-subject and group mean fiber.
Note that to study FA (MD, etc.) along fibers we performed calculations with FA measurements, not tensors. This made sense because the subjects' tensor orientation information was taken into account by using the fiber coordinate system, so the tensor eigensystem should not further impact the study of the bundle's diffusion properties.
To select the region of data suitable for group statistics along the fibers, the common tract region across all subjects was identified. Using the per-subject vector of mean FA calculated in the previous steps, the common region was defined as the range of coordinates with FA values from all subjects.
Data variance vs. method experiment
To determine how the implementation affected the quality of the data alignment both within and across subjects, we analyzed the mean and variance of the output bundle data for all methods and size scales. First all mean fibers were compared, then the coefficient of variance of FA was quantified both within and across subjects for each method. Fig. 8 . Length MS (Coordinate system quality experiment section), the length of the input fiber that was mapped to each output arc length. To avoid any bias due to distortion, the color should vary as little as possible across all subjects and fibers, for each size scale. Generally the OP method produces less distortion: less variation is seen in the Length MS color. Fig. 7 . Distortion measure Length MS (Coordinate system quality experiment section), the length of the input fiber that was mapped to each output arc length, in AF. A sample of fibers from all subjects is shown. To avoid any bias due to distortion, Length MS should vary as little as possible across all subjects and fibers, for each size scale. For example at the 2 mm size scale, ideally the color should be a solid dark blue, indicating Length MS of 2 mm everywhere (see colorbar). Generally the OP method produces less distortion: less variation is seen in the Length MS color.
Statistical analysis in the group
In this paper, we have applied TBM to a study of interhemispheric differences. Thus within the tract region common across all subjects, for each arc length, a two-tailed paired t-test was employed, where the pairs were the left and right hemisphere in each subject.
Multiple comparison correction
To correct for multiple comparisons along the fiber, permutation testing (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) was performed by exchanging the labels for right and left hemisphere within each subject. 10000 permutations were used to estimate the distribution of the summary statistic (the maximum value along the arc length of the absolute value of the paired t-test) under the null hypothesis (that the values in the hemispheres do not differ). Using this estimated distribution, pvalues were calculated for each arc length coordinate.
Statistical significance vs. scale experiment
The tractography trajectories were calculated at subvoxel step sizes but the group registration was not expected to be this precise, therefore it did not make sense to perform statistical analysis at such a high resolution. Unlike in voxel-based analysis, our input data were Fig. 9 . Example FA measurements vs. arc length from a single subject and the group, for all methods, in the left arcuate fasciculus at 1 mm discretization. In (a-c), each curve gives the measurements from one fiber, while in (d) each curve is the average measurement across one subject's fibers. Fig. 10 . Example FA measurements vs. arc length from a single subject and the group, for all methods, in the left cingulum bundle at 1 mm discretization. In (a-c), each curve gives the measurements from one fiber, while in (d) each curve is the average measurement across one subject's fibers.
assumed to all belong to the same anatomical structure. Because there was no inherent mixing of anatomical structures problem in blurring or downsampling the bundle data, we were free to choose a discretization that was comparable in size to the significant regions in the data. However, similar to smoothing in fMRI, there was a tradeoff between spatial resolution and significance. In order to empirically establish an appropriate size scale we repeated the FA data analysis using all discretizations of prototype fiber described in Prototype generation experiment section.
Visualization of results
A novel method was employed for visualization of group results. Output p-values were overlaid on a sample of input fibers from all subjects, allowing anatomical visualization of group differences. The p-values were calculated in the coordinate system of the mean fiber, so to map them back to the input fiber space, each input fiber point was painted with the p-value for the arc length coordinate to which it had been assigned.
Final TBM Experiment in AF and CB
The results of all previous experiments were used to define the best TBM implementation (from among the methods studied), and interhemispheric differences were studied in AF and CB. First, the means of the scalar invariants FA, MD, λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 were measured in the entire AF and CB bundles and significant interhemispheric differences were investigated with a two-tailed paired t-test. Next the final TBM analysis was performed to localize interhemispheric differences along fibers. Within the tract region that was common across subjects, for each arc length coordinate, interhemispheric differences in FA, MD, λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 were studied using two-tailed paired t-tests. Multiple comparisons along the fiber were corrected with permutation testing.
Results
The results section is divided into two parts: first we present results from the experiments related to the implementation of TBM, followed by the results of the final AF and CB study using the optimal implementation.
TBM implementation experiments
Results are organized in order according to the steps in the method.
Prototype fiber calculation
The results of the fiber prototype generation experiment (Prototype generation experiment section) are shown in Figs. 3 (AF) and 4 (CB). The fiber-density-weighted longest fiber was the most representative of the anatomical trajectory in both AF and CB. In both cases the longest fiber was an outlier that traversed additional regions not part of the anatomical structure. The fiber chosen based on spectral embedding was representative of the structure but was very short in the cingulum.
Bundle arc length parameterization
Here we present results of the coordinate system quality experiment (Coordinate system quality experiment section). Output arc length parameterizations generated using the fiber-density-weighted longest fiber prototype and all alignment methods are demonstrated in Figs. 5 and 6. The coordinates from the PL method were not Fig. 11 . Output mean fibers are highly similar regardless of method or spatial scale. Mean fibers for AF (top) and CB (bottom) were generated using OP, DM, and PL methods, for all discretizations of the fiber-density weighted longest prototype. The left column shows all mean fibers including regions where some subjects contributed no data; the right column shows only the region common across all subjects. The mean fibers in this common region are very similar across methods. The common region results are not very sensitive to the shape of the prototype as the PL method (red-orange fibers) used the prototype only to define the arc length origin. Fig. 12 . Within-subject variability of FA, compared across methods (cutting plane or PL, distance map or DM, and optimal point match or OP) and size scales (of prototype fiber, shown along x-axis). The quantity plotted is the coefficient of variation computed for each subject (as the variance across all subject fibers of pointwise subject FA divided by pointwise subject mean FA), then averaged across subjects and along the fiber.
constrained to increase/decrease perpendicular to the fibers, and this is especially noticeable in AF (Fig. 5) . The DM method was sensitive to curvature of the prototype fiber which could introduce shocks in the arc length labeling. At fine discretizations the OP method was more successful than the DM method, due to its objective of assigning all arc length coordinates to each fiber. However, at discretizations 6 mm and above, the OP and DM two methods produced visually similar results.
In both AF and CB a threshold on Euclidean distance from prototype was found to be necessary, and was employed for all results given in this paper. In the arcuate, the 20 mm threshold successfully limited inclusion of outlier fiber regions, while the 10 mm threshold was too near the bundle radius. In the cingulum, the 10 mm threshold was preferred due to the narrower bundle radius.
The matched segment length, Length MS , (indicating distortion as described in Coordinate system quality experiment section) is displayed in Figs. 7 and 8 . Due to its better handling of curved prototype fibers, the optimal match (OP) method generally shows reduced distortion compared to the distance map (DM) method. The PL method assigns coordinates based on fiber length, thus it produces no distortion of lengths and is not included in these figures.
Measurement of descriptive statistics
Measurements from all fibers for a single subject and from all subjects in the group are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10. For all prototypes and matching methods (Data variance vs. method experiment section) group mean fibers were found to be similar (Fig. 11 ). An effect of implementation was seen on the coefficient of variation of FA within subject/in group, where the optimal point match (OP) method generally reduced variability of the FA data (Figs. 12 and 13) . Note that these variability measurements were made only in the tract region common across subjects as (Fig. 11) .
Statistical analysis in the group
Results from the Statistical significance vs. scale experiment section demonstrate consistent results across analysis scales (Figs. 14  and 15 ). Empirically we determined that a discretization of 4 mm was suitable for further analyses because it represented well the pattern of the FA plot from smaller size scales (rightmost column in Figs. 14 and 15) while increasing statistical significance, especially in the AF.
Final implementation choices
To summarize the results of previous experiments used to determine the final method implementation, the fiber-density- Fig. 13 . Within-group variability of FA, compared across methods (cutting plane or PL, distance map or DM, and optimal point match or OP) and size scales (of prototype fiber, shown along x-axis). Each data point represents the average along the fiber of the pointwise group coefficient of variation (FA variance in the group divided by group mean FA.)
Fig. 14. Spatial resolution vs. statistical significance tradeoff: repetition of interhemispheric FA analysis at several scales in AF. For each arc length coordinate, each subject's mean FA was computed for the left and right bundles. The (group) mean and standard error of these per-subject means is shown vs. arc length in mm (left column). The multiple comparison corrected p-value for significant difference is overlaid on a sample of fibers from the group (right column). weighted longest prototype was used with a discretization of 4 mm, the Euclidean distance threshold from the prototype was set to 20 mm for AF and 10 mm for CB, and the OP (optimal point matching) method was employed for arc length parameterization.
Final TBM results for arcuate and cingulum
The whole bundle results are shown in Table 1 , indicating significant interhemispheric differences in FA, λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 but not in MD.
TBM results from statistical analysis in the group are presented in Figs. 16 and 17 , showing tract-based measurements and locations of significant interhemispheric differences in the cingulum bundle and arcuate fasciculus, respectively.
Discussion

Discussion of results in AF and CB
The AF, traditionally thought to connect Broca's and Wernicke's language areas, has known asymmetries in tractography-based measures of size (Powell et al., 2006; Vernooij et al., 2007) and mean FA (Powell et al., 2006) . Other language-related asymmetries Fig. 15 . Spatial resolution vs. statistical significance tradeoff: repetition of interhemispheric FA analysis at several scales in CB. For each arc length coordinate, each subject's mean FA was computed for the left and right bundles. The (group) mean and standard error of these per-subject means is shown vs. arc length in mm (left column). The multiple comparison corrected p-value for significant difference is overlaid on a sample of fibers from the group (right column). Fig. 16 . Left and right hemisphere measurements in the group, and their significant differences, in the arcuate fasciculus. For each arc length coordinate, each subject's mean MD, λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 values were computed for the left and right bundles. The (group) mean and standard error of these per-subject means is shown vs. arc length in mm (left column). The multiple comparison corrected p-value for significant difference is overlaid on a sample of fibers from the group (right column). include prevalent leftward functional language lateralization and perisylvian structural differences (Toga and Thompson, 2003) . The CB also has known asymmetry in FA (Park et al., 2004; Gong et al., 2005) . Our findings agree with known FA asymmetries and we expand on previous work by giving a more complete picture of diffusivity along the tracts than has been previously measured. In particular, we have found that the FA asymmetries can be attributed in AF primarily to increased λ 3 in the right hemisphere, while in CB the pattern of FA asymmetry parallels a region of higher λ 1 in the left hemisphere. Interestingly, examination of the eigenvector associated with λ 3 in AF shows good consistency of its orientation across fibers, subjects, and hemispheres, implying that the diffusion differences could relate in some meaningful way to the overall geometry of this tract. TBM results can be compared to other types of analysis that have been applied to the study of white matter asymmetries. FA asymmetry has been studied using VBM, where differences were found in AF (left FA N right FA) but not in CB in one study (Buchel et al., 2004) , and in both CB (left FA N right FA) and AF (surprisingly, left FA b right FA) in another study (Park et al., 2004) . The TBM results can also be compared to our study of asymmetry of mean values in entire tracts which failed to detect all differences that were seen using TBM. In AF, there was no difference found in mean MD (Table 1) , but the pattern in the left and right hemispheres was significantly different (Fig. 16) . Finally, our automatic TBM method can be compared to a more laborintensive tractography study of asymmetry. The study of FA laterality differences measured using a manually segmented cingulum-specific arc angle coordinate system (Gong et al., 2005) produced very similar results to those reported here, localizing differences in FA primarily to the anterior cingulum.
Discussion of method
In this work we focused on performing quantitative evaluation of the coordinate system placed on the fibers, because this is the most fundamental step toward making accurate measurements. Our within-subject results (Fig. 12) showed that the proposed optimal point match (OP) method performs well in comparison with other methods. However improved cross-subject alignment is of interest for future work, as the high-frequency variations seen in individual subjects (Figs. 9 and 10) could be of interest and are smoothed in the group average.
Regarding the impact of registration on the TBM pipeline, the affine registration (applied after tractography was performed) was adequate for segmentation of tractography into bundles. Then, in TBM there were two registration problems of interest: the first was alignment of all fibers within a subject, and the second was alignment of the measurements across subjects. The first problem was addressed by the optimal point match method (OP), while the second crosssubject alignment was produced both by the initial affine congealing registration and the OP coordinate system generation. In the case of anatomical abnormalities such as atrophy, if the effect is limited to a "thinning" of the tract and the core of the bundle retains its overall shape, this should be handled relatively well by the current method. In atrophy, because the method analyzes fibers not voxels, TBM would limit potential problems due to partial voluming near enlarged ventricles. However, pathology that changes the shape of a tract in some subjects could invalidate the assumption that one mean fiber (one coordinate system) can represent the population. In this case a registration with higher degrees of freedom would be necessary.
The method proposed for generating a symmetric coordinate system may be too simplistic for some tracts due to anatomical differences between hemispheres. The assumption of the method is that the underlying "mean shape" across hemispheres is similar enough that the coordinate system generation produces anatomically corresponding regions across hemispheres. This does not directly assume low variability of quantities under study such as FA, or even low variability of bundle parameters such as number of tractography fibers produced or tract volume. It just assumes that the bundle core has roughly the same shape across hemispheres. From visual inspection of the data (see for example Figs. 1 and 11) we judge this assumption to be valid in the cingulum bundle, but due to known shape differences in the language areas (Toga and Thompson, 2003) the assumption may be overly simplistic for evaluating the arcuate fasciculus (AF). Moving forward, one possible way to address this issue is the creation of hemisphere-specific coordinate systems, followed by an additional registration step to align the vectors of data across hemispheres.
In this paper we have developed the TBM method for analysis of DTI-derived scalar invariants like FA that measure the microstructural morphometry of the tract. However the identical TBM machinery also allows study of macrostructural tract morphology such as widths, volumes, areas, and curvatures (note that the size scale of shape variation need not correspond to the size scale of FA variability). For Fig. 17 . Left and right hemisphere measurements in the group, and their significant differences, in the cingulum bundle. For each arc length coordinate, each subject's mean MD, λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 values were computed for the left and right bundles. The (group) mean and standard error of these per-subject means is shown vs. arc length in mm (left column). The multiple comparison corrected p-value for significant difference is overlaid on a sample of fibers from the group (right column).
example we propose estimating the cross-sectional area of the bundle at each arc length by first projecting all points at that arc length into the plane locally perpendicular to the mean fiber, then calculating the area within the convex hull (polygon) containing the points. This area and related quantities can be measured along the tract for each subject and can be compared in the group. Further investigation into the whole-tract morphological measures may help determine the validity of interhemispheric coordinate systems, by quantifying for example whether the sharpest bend in the AF is aligned across hemispheres. However, because all morphological measures could be calculated in the original or group-registered coordinate systems, some investigation is needed to determine which is appropriate. For example, it is likely that widths should be calculated after registering to correct for head size, but it is not clear that affine transformations should be applied before measuring curvatures.
Regarding the statistical methods employed, in order to investigate the scale of significant regions in the FA data, we formed no hypothesis about the magnitude of FA differences or the expected cluster size. However, the neighboring tract-based measurements are clearly not independent, and detection of subtle elevations along the entire tract (as seen for example in λ 2 in Fig. 17 ) could be improved by statistical analysis based on suprathreshold cluster size (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) .
An important strength of the TBM method relative to other methods for white matter analysis in groups Yushkevich et al., 2008 ) is that we use a subject-specific segmentation of tractography, so we are more confident that we are comparing the same anatomical region across subjects. However TBM can benefit from improvements in tractography, for example by using fibers from two-tensor (Qazi et al., in press; Tuch et al., 2002) or diffusion spectrum tractography (Wedeen et al., 2008) . This may increase robustness regarding structures such as AF that are difficult to trace, and allow inclusion of more terminal regions of tracts that are not currently present in all subjects and thus are excluded. Perhaps more interestingly, a higher-order model could provide tract-specific parameters such as the tract's fraction in the voxel (Peled et al., 2006) , reducing the impact of crossing tracts on the analysis.
A possible issue with the method is the interaction between tensor anisotropy used for tractography restriction to white matter, and the scalar measures extracted from the tensors along the tracts. This is important to consider when interpreting results, however as we have not analyzed the very ends of the tracts, the importance of this issue is likely reduced.
Finally, one should note that tractography can only estimate the location of a fiber tract of interest. This is due to the greatly different size scales of axons (micron diameter) and image voxels (mm diameter). For the same reason, the scalar invariants measured in this work are affected by multiple tracts that may be present in a voxel. Thus the asymmetries measured in AF and CB may be caused by anatomical differences in those tracts, as well as by differences in nearby or crossing tracts.
Conclusion
We have introduced an automatic method that we call tract-based morphometry, or TBM, for measurement and analysis of diffusion MRI data along fiber bundles. Overall, the TBM approach brings analysis of DTI data into the clinically and neuroanatomically relevant framework of the tract anatomy.
